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In this paper, it is shown that if k ~> 3, any finite k-symbols pattern whose length 
is greater than 1 can be generated strictly monotonously from the primitive pattern 
by some sequence of parallel transformations of a k-symbols cope-n tessellation 
automaton for any n ~> 2. It is also shown that any nonzero finite binary pattern can 
be generated monotonously from the primitive pattern by some sequence of parallel 
transformations of a binary scope-n tessellation automaton for any n ) 3. 
INTRODUCTION 
The completeness problem of tessellation automata is the question of whether or 
not any finite ipattern can be generated from a given primitive pattern by a sequence 
of parallel transformations of a tessellation automaton [1]. Partial solutions to this 
problem were obtained in [1-4]. 
In the one-dimensional case, it is known that a binary scope-2 tessellation automaton 
is incomplete [1], and for any k >~ 2 and n ~> 3, a k-symbols scope-n tessellation 
automaton is complete [3, 4]. For a scope-2 k-symbols tessellation automaton, the 
completeness problem has been left unsolved except for the case k = 2 ~ (m >/ 1) [1]. 
Completeness results previously obtained for a scope-3 or greater tessellation auto- 
maton are based on the pattern decomposition method introduced in [1 ] or its extension 
[4], so that the pattern generations from the primitive pattern are not monotone. The 
completeness problem with respect to monotone generation for tessellation automata 
has been left unsolved except for the following. In [1], it is shown that there exists 
a finite binary pattern which cannot be strictly monotonously generated from the 
primitive pattern by any sequence of parallel transformations of a binary scope-3 
tessellation automaton. 
In this paper, solutions are given to the above problems which have been left 
unsolved. It  is shown that if k >~ 3, any finite k-symbols pattern whose length is 
greater than 1 can be generated strictly monotonously from the primitive pattern 
by some sequence of parallel transformations of a k-symbols scope-n tessellation 
automaton for any n ~> 2. It  is also shown that any nonzero finite binary pattern can 
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be generated monotonously from the primitive pattern by some sequence of parallel 
transformations of a binary scope-n tessellation automaton for any n ~ 3. Proofs 
of these are given using a graphical method used in [5, 6]. 
1, PRELIMINARIES 
Let X be a finite set of symbols called an alphabet. An element of 27, to be called 
the quiescent symbol, is specified and is denoted by 0. Z* is the set of all finite strings of 
elements of 27 including null string A. For any x ~ Z*, 0x0 represents the infinite 
sequence xtended to the right and left directions uch that 
0x~ . . . .  000x000 .--. 
Such an infinite sequence will be called a finite pattern. OAO is called the zero pattern. 
The set of all finite patterns over Z will be denoted by Z e. 
Let Z x == (Z-  {0})Z*(Z-  {0}); then for any p 6Z  p, there exists a unique 
element x in X x u {A} such that p = 0x0, and x will be called the kernel of p. The 
length of a string x E 27* will be denoted by ] x ]. The length of a finite pattern p is 
defined to be the length of its kernel and will be also denoted by I P [- 
A local map cr of a scope-n tessellation automaton over Z is defined to be a mapping 
from Z '~ to Z such that a(0 n) always equals 0. We will call it a scope-n local map ~r 
over Z. The parallel map f~ of a scope-n tessellation automaton over Z for a local map a 
is a mapping from Z p to Z v defined as 
f~(Oala2a 3 "" a~O) 
-~ (jcr(On-lal) a(0"-~aaa~) ... a(0a 1 --. an_l) a(ala~ ... an) {r(a2 ... an+l) 
"'" ~r(a~_,+l "'" at) ~r(at-n+2 "'" a~O) "'" cr(atOn-1)O, 
wherea i~X( l  ~ i~ l ) .  
Hereafter, we will call fo the parallel map of a. For p, q ~ X v, if q = fo(p), then q 
is called a successor of p by f~, and p is called a predecessor of q by f~. 
Let A be a set of local maps over Z. It is said that finite pattern q 6 Z e is generated 
from a finite pattern p ~ X v by A, if there exists a sequence of elements of A, cr t , 
cr 2 ,..., ~r m and a sequence of elements of X p, P0, Px ,..', P~ such that Po = P, Pm= q, 
and fo,(Pi-1) ~ Pi for all 1 ~ i ~ m. In this generation, if ] pi ] ~ I P~+a I for all 
0 ~ i ~< m --  1, q is said to be monotonously generated from p by A, and if I P~ [ < 
I P~:+I I for all 0 ~ i ~ m - -  1, q is said to be strictly monotonously generated from p 
by A. 
Assume Z = {0, 1, 2 ..... k -  1}. The set of all k-symbols scope-n local maps 
over Z will be denoted by L .  ~. The completeness problem of a k-symbols scope-n 
tessellation automaton is stated as follows. Can any finite pattern over Z' be generated 
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from 010 byL~ ? In this paper, the case where n = 2 and k ~ 3 and the case where 
n = 3 and k - 2 will be considered. 
We will use transit ion graphs associated wi th  local maps introduced in [6] to solve 
the problems. We will now define them in the following. 
Gn k is a connected graph consisting of k ~-1 nodes and k ~ directed arcs. Each node 
v~ is labeled by an element of X ~-1 = {0, 1, 2,..., k - -  1) "-1, and there exists a one-to- 
one correspondence between nodes of G~ 7~ and their labels, k" directed arcs are 
connected with nodes as follows. Two nodes %. and vj whose labels are ClC 2 "" c~_ t
and d id  2 "" d~_ 1 , respectively, are joined by exactly one directed arc (v i ,  vj) with 
vi and v~ as its origin and its terminal, respectively, if and only if c2c 3 "" c ,_  1 = 
d id  2 "" d~_~, where ci ,  d~ e 2J (1 ~< i ~ n - -  2). Furthermore, each arc (vi ,  vj) is 
associated with a symbol of 2J called its predecessor symbol and defined as follows. 
The predecessor symbol  of an arc (v i ,  vj) is the rightmost symbol of the label of v~. 
Let a eL~ k. The transition graph GnU[a] associated with a local map a is the graph 
G,  k each of whose arcs is associated with another symbol of 2~ called a successor 
symbol determined by a. The successor symbol  of an arc (v i ,  vj) of G~J~[~], when v i 
and vj have labels qc~ ... c~_ 1 and c~c3 "" % (c i e Z,  1 <~ i <~ n), respectively, is 
a(qq  "" c,_lc~). It is obvious that there exists a one-to-one correspondence b tween 
~r and G~I~[a]. 
We will consider only the case where n = 2 and n = 3. Figure 1 shows G2a[a] and 
G3~[T] for arbitrary a ~ L2 3 and r ~ L~ ~, respectively. In Fig. l, each node is represented 
by a circle with its label written in the circle. The ai's and b/s are successor symbols 
of directed arcs. Predecessor symbols of each arc are shown in round brackets, but they 
are determined by the labels of the terminals of the arcs, so that they will usually be 
omitted in figures. 
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Fro. I. Transition graphs G~3[o] and Ga2[r]. 
In G~[a] ,  where a 6L~ ~, let v 0 be the node whose label is 0 ~*-z. Note that 
the successor symbol of the arc (v0, %) is always 0 for all a. Let 3(e) and A(e) be the 
predecessor symbol and the successor symbol of e for every arc e in Gnk[a]. For a path 
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s ~ ele 2 .." e,,, (a sequence of arcs e 1 , e 2 ,..., em such that the terminal of ei is the 
origin of ei+~ for all 1 ~ i ~ m - -  1) of Gn ~', we define the predecessor sequence 6(s) 
of s and the successor sequence A(s) of s both in Z'* such that 3(s) = ~(el) 3(e2) .-. 3(e,,) 
and A(s) = A(el)(e2) "" A(em). 
Let Sn k be the set of all paths of G ,  k of the form (v0, vi~)(vq, vq) "" (vim , Vo) 
such that vq ~ vo, v i  4: vo, and m /> 1, where the v i ' s  are nodes of Gn k. For 
each s in Sn 7:, 3(s) ~ xO n-1 for some x ~ 27K. Conversely, for each x in 2: K, there exists 
a unique s in S~ k such that 3(s) = x0 n-1. It follows from the construction of G,~k[a] 
that for any nonzero finite pattern p in 27 P with its kernel x, if 3(s) = x0 '*-1 for s in 
S,]", then 
f i (p )  = 0A(s)0. 
LEMMA. For any a e Ln 1~, p e X P with its kernel x has a predecessor by f~ whose 
length is smaller by v than the length of p i f  and only i f  there exists in G,~[a] a path s in 
Sn k whose successor sequence is OixO j such that v = n - -  1 - -  i - - j .  
Proof. Assume that A(s) = OixO ~ for a path s in S,,k; then 3(s) = yO n-1 for some 
yin27X, andf~(0y0) ~ 0x0 --  p. Since ] a(s)t ~ I A(s)[, l P ] - -  [ ~y0 [ = ] x [ - -  ]Y ] = 
n - -  1 - -  i - -  j = u. The proof of the only-if  part is similar. 
k O.t Let a ~ L,, k and a'  E L~ k over 27. The  product aa' E L,~+n_ 1 of a and will be defined 
as follows. 
q(yt(ala 2 ... am+._ l )  = o-'(o.(ala 2 .,. am) o(a2a  3 ..- am+l )  .." o-(anan+ 1 .,. an+m_1)), 
where a iEX  for I ~ i~m+n- -  1. 
2. COMPLETENESS OF A k (~>3) SYMBOLS SCOPE-2 TESSELLATION AUTOMATON 
In  this section, we show that if k ~ 3, any k-ary nonzero finite pattern can be 
generated strictly monotonously from 010 by L27':. 
Let Z' = {0, 1,..., k - -  1} with k /> 3. Let ~0 ~Lf  be such that 
ao(i i) ~- 0 for all iE27, 
a0(i j )  = j  for all iE27, j c 27 - -  {0} with i @ j,  
ao(i O) ---- i fora l l  ic27. 
Consider G O ~- G21~[a0]. GO has k-nodes labeled by 0, 1, 2 ..... k -  1, respectively, 
and k ~ directed arcs each of which goes from the node labeled i to the node labeled j 
for some one of pairs ( i , j ) ,  0 ~ i, j ~ k - -  1. Let v 0 be the node labeled 0. For any 
node vi v L Vo of Go, each successor symbol of arcs of the form (Vo, vi) or (v i ,  Vo) 
is not 0. Hence the successor sequence A(s) of s is in 27K for any s in $2 k. Let 
R o = {A(s) ] s ~ S~}. Then  it follows from the lemma that for any pattern p ~ 2: p with 
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x e R 0 as its kernel has a predecessor by f% whose length is smaller by 1 than the length 
ofp.  
Now we will define new transition graphs Gi (1 ~< i ~< k --  1). Let Gi be the transition 
graph obtained from Go by exchanging labels of the node labeled 0 and the node 
labeled i in G O . Let each arc of the graph Gi be associated with the same symbol as 
the successor symbol of the arc of G o . In Fig. 2, the illustration of the Gi's is given for 
k = 3. For each i, Gi can be considered as a transition graph of a local map in L2 k, 
because in Go the successor symbol of an arc (vj ,  %) is 0 for any node vj of G o . Let a~ 
be the local map whose transition graph is G , .  
0 0 0 
Go GI Gz 
Fro. 2. Transit ion graphs Go, G~ , "", G~-I fo rk  = 3 
Let Si be the set of all paths of the form 
(v, %)(%, %)... (vj,~_l, vs~)(~,o, v) (m >~ 1), 
where v has label i in G O (and so v has label 0 in Gi) and %, ~ v, vj,~ 56 v. Then each 
successor sequence A(s) ofs in Si is an element of 22 K, whether we consider the successor 
sequence of s in G o or that in Gi, because all arcs such as (v, vj) or (vi ,  v), where 
v 56 v j ,  have nonzero successor symbols. Let Ri = {A(s) ! s in Si}. Then it follows 
from the lemma that for any pattern p ~ Z 'e with x E Ri as its kernel has a predecessor 
byf~, whose length is smaller by 1 than the length ofp. Let R = I)~--0 ~R~ ; then from 
the fact stated above, any pattern p whose kernel is in R has a predecessor with its 
length lp l - -  1 by somef~, (0~<i~<k- -  1). 
Now we will explicitly obtain R. Let us view the graph G O as the transition graph 
of a finite state automaton A 0 . We will consider that the node labeled i of G O corre- 
sponds to the state i of the automaton A 0 for each 0 ~< i ~ k - -  1, and A o moves 
from the state i to the state j  by an input l E 27 if and only if in G o the successor symbol 
of the arc (u, v) is 1 where u and v have the labels i and j,  respectively. From this 
viewpoint, R~ is said to be the set of strings in 2Y c which are accepted by A o with the 
state i as its initial state and its final state. Let [i] (i ~ 2J) be the mapping from the state 
set Q of A o to Q induced by an input i; that is, [i](j) is the state to which A o moves 
from the state j by the input i. (From the definition of G o , the state transitions in A o 
are deterministic.) Let [i 1 i2 -" i~] be the composition of mappings [il], [i2] ..... [i~] 
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such that [ix is "'" iu](j) = [iu]([iu-1]("" [i2]([il](J)) "")) for i t ~ 27 (1 ~ t < u) and 
j ~ Q. Now we will represent a mapping  from Q = {0, 1,..., k -- 1} to Q by 
0, 1, 2, ..., k - - l l )  
g(O),g(1),g(2),...,g(k-- )" 
It is seen from the definition of G o that the mapping [i] is represented as 
(0, 1, 2, ..., k -- 1) 
[0] = 0 ,1 ,2  .... ,k  1 ' 
(0,1 ..... i - - l , i , i+ l , . . . , k - -1 )  if i c27- -  {0}. 
[i]= i , i , . . . ,  i, O, i . . . .  , i 
le-1 
x ~ 27 K is in R = Ui=o Ri if and only if 
(0 ,  1, . . . , k - - l )  
[X] = / '60'  /s ' " ' "  /Zk--1 ; '  
and for some 0 ~ t ~ k -- 1,/z, = t holds. For ieX- -  {0}, 
[i2~,~]=(O, 1 ,2 , . . . , i - - l , i , i+ l  .... , k - - l )  for m>/1  
0,0 ,0 , . . . ,  0, i, 0 . . . .  , 0 
[i2m+l] = [i], for m ~> O, 
and 
(0 ,1 ,2  ..... k - - l )  for j~X- -{0 ,  i} and m~> 1. [i'~j] = \j, j, j ..... S 
Hence for any x 6 X*, i f j  ~ X --  {0, i) and m ~ 1, 
(0 ,1 ,2  ..... k - -1 )  for some IE{O, 1 ..... k - -  1}. 
[ i , , j , ]  = t, l, t, . . . ,  l 
Let 0 be the homomorphism 27* to X* defined by 
0(0) = A and O(i) = i for i e 27 -- {0}; 
then since [0] is the identity mapping, 
R=lx~XlC  O(x)~ U ii*j{1,2 ..... k-1}*v.)Ui2{i2}* I. 
i~J i~O 
i,j~O 
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Now define eL ~ L2 e such that the transit ion graph of ae, G~ = Gza'[ax] is the graph 
G J  ~ with successor symbols which are I for all arcs except for arcs of the form (v, v) 
with any node v of G~ ~, and the successor symbol of an arc (v, v) is 0 for all v. F igure 3 
i l lustrates G~ for k = 3. For  any path s in S~ ~, the successor sequence of s in G e is an 
element of 2: K. More exactly, the set of all successor sequences Re of paths in Se e 
is such that 
Re ~- {x ~ X K [ O(x) e 111 *}. 
Thus,  it follows from the lemma that any pattern p ~ X e with x ~ Re as its kernel has 
a predecessor byf~. whose length is smaller by 1 than [p [. 
FIG. 3. 
0 
63 
Transition graph G~ for k = 3. 
Let  0-6+ 1c L1 j' be such that 
ak+l(0 ) - -  0, ak+l(i) = i -k 1 for i eX - -  {0, k - -  1}, and o-k+l(k - -  1) • 0. 
And let 1-1 for 1 ~< l ~< k 1 ; then ere. ~ ~L~ k. I t  is now obvious that any al~al~+l -- Cre, Z 
pattern p c 2:" with x ~ R~,, as its kernel has a predecessor by f%,, whose length is 
smaller by 1 than i P I, where 
Rk., ={xeZ*r [O(x)  elll*} for 1 ~<l~<k- -  1. 
k--1 
Since R W ~.)/=1 Rk,~ ~ ~TK - -  {1, 2 ..... k - -  1}, the following holds from the above 
results. For  any pattern p E 2Y, there exists a sequence gJ'l' aj~ ,..., a~. , each c5- * 
(1 ~< t ~ m) in {%, a a ..... ~-1 ,  al~, ak,2 ..... ~e.k-1}, and a sequence of patterns 
Po,  PI ..... p~ such that Po = P, Pt : f~j~(P~+x) with [ Pt I -- [Pt+l I - 1 for all 
0 ~< t ~< m - -  1, and at last p,~ - -  0l(} for some IEZ ' - -  {0}. Let  ai.l : a~+lcri for 
0 <~i~k- -  1, and 1 ~<l~<k- -2 ,  then cri. zEL2 k .Not ing  that fo~+I(010) =010 
andfik.~(010 ) = 0110 for 1 ~< l ~< k - -  1, we have obtained the following Proposit ion 1 
and Corollary 1. 
PROPOSITION 1. For k ~ 3, any h-ary finite pattern whose length is greater than 1 
can be generated strictly monotonously from 010 by 
{~[O~i  ~k}w(crk,~12 ~l  ~k-  1}w{c%~lO ~i  ~k- -  l andl  ~ l  ~h- -  2}. 
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COROLLARY ]. For h ~ 3 any h-ary nonzero finite pattern can be generated mono- 
tonously from 010 by {ai] 0 ~ i ~ k +. 1}. 
The generation given by Proposition 1 is the quickest generation using local maps 
in Lz k, because the lemma shows that no pattern has a predecessor whose length 
decreases 2 or more by any a eL.2 ~. Note thatf~ is not bijective for all 0 ~ i ~ k ,a_ 1. 
From Proposition 1, the next theorem follows. 
THEORES,I 1. I f  h ~ 3, a~ O, h-arv finite pattern whose length is greater than 1 can be 
generated strictly monotonously from 010 b 3, L,t': for any n ~ 2. 
3. COMPLETENESS OF A 2-SYMBOL SCOPF.-3 TESSELLATION AUTOMATON 
In this section, it is shown that any binary nonzero finite pattern can be generated 
monotonously from 010 by La 2. 
Let 2? {0, I}. Let %, rl, %, ~L.~ 2and r 3 eL2 ~ be local maps with their transition 
graphs Ga2[~-0] : H0, Ga2[~-l] == 111, G3~'[~-~.] = H., and G22[ra] = H3, where H0, 
I I1,112, and t I  3 are illustrated in Fig. 4. (Note that II 1 is obtained from I t  o by 
replacing each label ij of nodes in I I  o by (1 -- i)(1 - j).) 
0 0 C 
A f ' I I 
8- B o,, 
~ o o 
H o H, H~ Hs 
FIG. 4. Transition graphs IIo , H1 9 H: , and II~ . 
As shown in Fig. 4, each node of these graphs is named one of the Ai's , Bi's, Ci's, 
and Dj's (0 ~ i ~ 3, 0 ~ j  ~ l). We will often consider IIo, H1, II2, and H 3 as 
the transition graphs of the deterministic or nondeterministic finite automata A, B, C, 
and D. For L = A, B, C and D, the automaton L has state L~'s and a state transition 
L~ to Lj by an input l E 27 {0, 1} exists if and only if the successor symbol of the arc 
(Li, L j) of the corresponding transition graph of the local map is l. 
In t I  1 , let $32 be the same as in the lemma of Section 1 ; that is, let $32 be the set of 
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paths in H I of the form (Bo, Vl)(Vl , 7)2) "" (~)m, Bo) such that 7) 1 :/~ Bo ,  7)m :~ Bo ,  
and m ~ 1. Let U 1 be the set of successor sequences of paths in Sa2; then U 1 6 27K. 
Hence from the lemma, 
(1) Any binary pattern p with x ~ U 1 as its kernel has a predecessor pattern q 
by f ' l  such that ] q ] -----' [ p [ - -  2. 
U1 is viewed as the set of strings over 27 accepted by the automaton B with B o 
as its initial and final state. Let U 2 and U 3 be the sets of strings in 27tc accepted by 
the automaton C with Co as its initial and final state, and the automaton D with D o 
as its initial and final state, respectively. By the same reasoning as in the case of U 1 , 
the following hold. 
(2) Any binary pattern p with x ~ U2 as its kernel has a predecessor pattern q 
bYf~2suchthatTq]  = 1P[ - -2 -  
(3) Any binary pattern p with x ~ U 3 as its kernel has a predecessor pattern q by 
f,~ such that I q I = I P I - 1. 
Now we will consider the graph H o . From each node in H o , two arcs go with 0 
and 1, respectively, as their successor symbols, so that for any x ~ Z'* there exists a 
unique path s x from the node A o with x as its successor sequence. (So, rio is an injective 
mapping from X e to 2Y.) It should be noted that the only arcs, (A3, Az) and (A3,  A~), 
have successor symbols different from their predecessor symbols. In Fig. 4, a tilde ~-~ 
is added on these successor symbols. 
Let $1 be the set of paths in H o of the form such that (A0, A1) or 
(Ao, &) (&  , 7)~)(7)~, v~) "" (7)m-1, v,~)(~m, 31) 
for appropriate vi ,  2 ~ i ~ m. Let T 1 be the set of successor sequences of paths in S t , 
then T 1 C 27K. For any x E T t , there exists a unique path G in $32 o fH  o whose successor 
sequence is x00. Thus from the lemma, 
(4) Any finite pattern p whose kernel is in T 1 has a predecessor pattern q by f'o 
such that I P I = ] q I. 
Let $10 be the set of paths in S 1 which do not go through the arc (A3, A~), and let 
$11 be the set of paths in $1 which go through the arc (Aa,  A2) at least once; then 
S 1 = $10 w S n . Let 7"1o and T n be the sets of successor sequences of $10 and Sn ,  
respectively. Then /'1o = {100"}* 1. Though any finite pattern p whose kernel is 
in 7"10 has the same pattern as its predecessor pattern bYfio, it is seen clearly that 
(5) T~o-- {1}C G.  
For any finite binary pattern p with x = ala 2 .." am as its kernel, let ~7(P) be such 
that 
~/(p) = a 1 + a22 + ... + a , ,2  ~-1.  
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(6) For any finite pattern p with x e T n as its kernel, let the predecessor pattern 
o fp  by f ,  ~ be q; then ~(q) < ~7(P). 
Proof. Assume that x --  aaa 2 ... am, and s, - -  ele 2 -" em is the path in S n whose 
successor sequence is x, where the ei's are arcs in H 0 . Let y = bib 2 '" b~, be the 
predecessor sequence of sx. Since s, is in S n , sx go through the arc (A3, As) at least 
once. Assume ej = (A3, As) ( j  ~< m) and for a l l j  + 1 ~< l ~ m, et is not (A3, A2); 
then, observing Ho, one sees that aj = 1, b~ = 0 and a~ = b~ for a l l j  + 1 ~< l ~ m. 
Thus ~7(q) - -  b l  -~- be2 + "'" .4- b,,,2 m-1 < a I @ a22 + "'" -1- a,,2 m-1 - -  ~(p). 
(7) For any pattern p with x ~ T n as its kernel, there exists a sequence of finite 
patterns Po, Pl .... , P,,-~, Pm (m >~ 1) such that Po = P, P, = fio(P~+a) for all 0 ~< i
m --  l, the kernel of Pi is in T n for 0 ~ i ~< m - -  1, and the kernel of pro is not in 
Tla. 
Proof. Assume the contrary. Then there exists a sequence of patterns Po = P, 
P l ,  P2 ,..- such that p~ = fi0(Pi+l) and the kernel o fp i  is in T n for all i ~> 0. Hence, 
from (4), [ Pi [ = [ Pi+l ] for all i >~ 0. Thus, there exist Pi and p~. (i =/= j )  such that 
p~ = p~. This contradicts (6). 
Let S 2 be the set of paths in H 0 of the form (A0, A1)(A~, A3)(A3, A2) or (A0, A1) 
(A1, v2)(v2, %) "'" (vm-1, v,,)(vm, A3)(~/3 , A2) for appropriate v i ,  2 ~< i ~ m. Let 
Tz be the set of successor sequences of paths in S 2 . Then, from the lemma, 
(8) Any finite pattern p with x e T 2 as its kernel has a predecessor pattern q 
such that ]p ] - -  l q ]  = 1. 
Let T 3 be the set of strings in I/r accepted by the finite automaton A with its initial 
state A 0 and its final state A a . Then from the lemma, 
(9) No finite pattern p whose kernel is in T a has a predecessor byr io .  
Now let us consider the direct product E of automata A and B, defined by the 
following (i), (ii), and (iii). 
(i) (Ao, Bo) is a state of E. 
(ii) I f  (A~, B~) is a state of E, and there exist state transitions in A from Ai  
to Ato and A~ to A h by inputs 0 and I, respectively, and there exist state transitions 
in B from Bj to B,,,0 and B 3 to B~ by inputs 0 and 1, respectively, then (Ato , B~o )
and (Ah, B,,1) are states of E, and there exist state transitions from (A~, Bj) to 
(AZo, B,,o) and from (Ai, Bj) to  (A l l  , B,nl) by inputs 0 and 1, respectively. 
(iii) There exist no states and no state transitions other than those defined by 
(i) and (ii). 
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0 
1 0 
0 
FIG. 5. Transition graph/-I4 9 
Figure 5 illustrates the transition graph H a of E. Let T 4 be the set of strings in Z 'K 
accepted by E with (Ao, Bo) and (A 3 , Bo) as its initial and final state, respectively. 
Then 
(10) T 4C U 1 . 
Let T 5 be the set of strings in 27 K accepted by E with (A0, Bo) as its initial state and 
with (Aa, B2) and (A~, B1) as its final states. Then by observing Ha,  it follows 
that no sequences in T~ have the form xOlOy for any x, y ~ 27*. Thus clearly, 
( l l )  T~CU~.  
Now we are ready to state a theorem. Since T a ~ T 4 u T~, 
Z x = T lW T~U T a 
TlOU Tl1 U T2k-) T4U T 5. 
Hence it holds that from (5), (10), and (11), 
27K _ {1} c u~ u Tll u T~ u Ul u U~. 
Thus from (1)-(4), (7) and (8) the following theorem is obtained. 
THEOREM 2. Any binary nonzero finite pattern can be generated monotonously from 
OlO by {%, ~,  ~,  ~}. 
COROLLARY 2. Any binary nonzero finite pattern can be generated monotonously 
from 010 by L ,  2 for any n ~ 3. 
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Remark. From the proof of Theorem 2, the following holds. For any binary 
nonzero finite pattern p, there exists a sequence of finite patterns P0, Pl ,..., Pm such 
that Po = 010, rj(p~) = Pi+l, where ~-~  {to, r l ,  ~'2, ~'3} and ~?(pi) < ~(P~+a) for 
0 ~< i ~< m -- 1, and p,~ = p. That is, any binary nonzero finite pattern can be 
generated strictly monotonously in the sense of ~ from 010 by {to, ~'1, ~'2, ~'3}. Of 
course this generation is not the quickest generation using local maps in L32. Note 
that none of the f,0, f~l '  f '2 '  and f~3 is bijective. 
0 0 0 0 0 
Fro. 6. Five incompletely specified transition graphs, 
Remark. As stated in the Introduction, it was shown in [l] that there exists a 
binary nonzero finite pattern which cannot be strictly monotonously generated from 
010 by L32; that is, a binary finite pattern with no length-decreasing predecessor 
pattern by a parallel map of any local map in L32 was given in [1]. (The length of the 
pattern is 49.)Another example of such a binary pattern is 0101011110110000110010. 
This fact is shown as follows. Figure 6 shows five incompletely specified transition 
graphs in each of which arcs e 1 and e20 are specified as indicated in the figure. Any 
complete successor symbol assignment of arcs in any of these five graphs gives a 
transition graph associated with a local map in L~ 2. From the lemma, it holds that if 
a finite binary pattern p with its kernel x has some length-decreasing predecessor by 
some local map in L32, then there exists some path s beginning with e 1 and ending 
with e20 in a transition graph obtained by some complete successor symbol assignment 
of some one of the five graphs in Fig. 6 and s has x as its successor sequence. Straight- 
forward but rather tedious examinations will show, however, that there is no path 
of the form eae2 -.. e20 with 101011110110000l 1 01 as its successor sequence in any 
transition graph obtained by any complete successor symbol assignment of any 
one of the five graphs. 
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